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On the non-vanishing of cotangent cohomology

Luchezar Avramov and Stephen Halperin

To E. S. Golod on his fiftieth birthday

1. Introduction

In this paper rings are always commutative, noetherian with identity. With a

ring homomorphism /:/?—»• S there is associated its cotangent complex LS\R,

defined uniquely up to isomorphism in the derived category of the category of
5-modules. Introduced in dimensions &lt;1 by Grothendieck for the study of
déformation theory, it was extended to dimension 2 by Lichtenbaum-
Schlessinger and subsequently constructed in ail dimensions by André [1] and

Quillen [15]. The élégance and flexibility of their approach, which makes essential

use of simplicial methods, is accompanied by a considérable computational
complexity, so that information on the higher cotangent cohomology groups
Tl(S | R, M) =f//&apos; Hom5 (Ls\r, M) has remained very scarce, except for the cases

where they are known to vanish for ail S-modules M.
Indeed, the vanishing of Tl(S | /?, — in low dimensions has been shown to

characterize important classes of maps, and to display remarkable rigidity
properties, as illustrated in the Vanishing Theorem below. For the précise
statement we need the following terminology, generally in accord with [16; esp.
Exposé VIII].

Recall that S has flat dimension &lt;n over R (fd* S &lt; n) if Torf (S, -) 0, i &gt; n

or, equivalently, if 5 admits an /?-flat resolution F* with Ft 0, i &gt; n. Similarly,
B-5J/J has projective dimension &lt;n (pdsLs\R&lt;n) if Tl(S | /?, — 0, i&gt;n or,
equivalently if Ls\r is isomorphic in the derived category to a complex P* of
projective 5-modules with Pt 0, i &gt; n.

The ring homomorphism f:R-*S is called smooth if it is flat, with
geometrically regular fibres. (Departing from [16] we do not insist that S be a

finitely generated /î-algebra.) More generally, fis smoothable if it can be factored
as R ** Q -£* S with g smooth and h surjective, and so if S is a finitely generated
/?-algebra then/is smoothable.

Finally, a smoothable ring homomorphism /:/?-&gt; 5 is said to be a locally
169



170 LUCHEZAR AVRAMOV AND STEPHEN HALPERIN

complète intersection (l.c.i.) map if for each prime idéal q of S the idéal (ker h)q&gt;

is generated by a Qq&gt; regular séquence - hère q&apos; h~l(q). It is known ([16;
Exposé VIII, (1.3)] or the Vanishing Theorem below) that this condition does not
dépend on the choice of factorization of /. Evidently the properties of being
smooth, or l.c.i., localize.

We can now state the Vanishing Theorem, essentially due to Grothendieck for
(1) and to Lichtenbaum-Schlessinger for (2), but proved in the generality stated

below by André [1; Supplément, Théorème 30 and Chap. VI, Théorème 25].
(See also Quillen [15; Theorems 5.4 and 5.5].)

VANISHING THEOREM. (1) For a homomorphism f the following are

équivalent:
(i) / is smooth ;

(ii) pd5LS|/?&lt;l;
(iii) T\S\R, -) 0.

(2) For a smoothable homomorphism f the following are équivalent:
(i) fisLcL;
(ii) pd5L5|K&lt;2;

(iii) T2(S\R, -) 0.

In relation to thèse results Quillen ([15; p. 76]) sets the following:
&quot;Unsolved Problem. Characterize the morphisms of finite type, for which

the cotangent complex is of finite projective dimension. What computations we
hâve been able to make show this is rare and support the following conjectures:

CONJECTURE 1. If pd5 ls]R &lt; », then pd5 lslR &lt; 3.

CONJECTURE 2. If pd^lsi^oo and fdRS&lt;oof then / is a l.c.i.
homomorphism.&quot;

(The original labels the conjectures (5.6) and (5.7) and uses slightly différent
notation.)

Conjecture 1 is proved, when R is local and S k is its residue field, in case

char (k) 0 by combining [15, (7.4)] with the main resuit of [12], and in gênerai
in [5]. In no other case has either conjecture been verified.

Our first theorem establishes, in characteristic zéro, a resuit which is stronger
than the claim of Conjecture 2.

THEOREM A. Let /:/?-&gt; S be a smoothable homomorphism such that
iéR (S) &lt; », and suppose S contains as a subring the field Q of rational numbers.
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// q is a prime idéal of S, at which f is not ici. then there exists an integer N
such that T(S \ R, 5/q) =É 0 for i &gt; N.

The proof of Theorem A is reduced by localizing to the study of local

homomorphisms /:(/?, m,/c)-&gt;(5, n,/) of local rings in which we need only
consider the behaviour of / at n. Thus we replace the conditions of smoothable

(resp. l.c.i. map) by factorizable (resp. ici. map at n). A local homomorphism

/ : (R, m, k)^&gt; (S, n, /) is factorizable if it décomposes as R &amp;* Q -^ 5 with Q flat

over Ry Q/mQ a regular local ring and h surjective; and / is l.c.i. at n if / is

factorizable with ker/z generated by a Q-regular séquence. If the maximal-ideal-
adic completion /:/?—» S is factorizable then / is called formally factorizable.

In this setup we get a stronger resuit (Theorem B below) than is needed for
Theorem A with, in particular, no restriction on the characteristic of k. For the

statement we recall (cf. §2 for more détails) that the local homomorphism, /,
détermines a class of augmented DG T-algebras Ff: the homotopy fibre of /.
Thèse in turn yield a class of naturally isomorphic graded Lie algebras, Jt*(Ff).

If / is surjective and char k 0 then Jtl+i(Ff) T&apos;(S\ R, k) - cf. §6 - and this

provides the connection to Theorem A and the reason for the restriction there to
characteristic zéro.

THEOREM B. Let f:(R, m, k)^&gt;(S, n, /) be a factorizable (resp. formally
factorizable) local homomorphism such that fd^ (5) &lt; °°. Then either f (resp. f) is

an l.c.i. map at n, or else there is an integer N for which nl(Ff) =£0, i&gt; N.

The preceding results show how the structure of the map / is reflected by the

(non-)vanishing of certain homotopy invariants, hence - ultimately - in terms of
numerical data. However, they are reduced from the foliowing structural
statement, which really lies at the heart of the matter.

THEOREM C. Let f:(Ry m, k)-+(S, n,/) be a factorizable (resp. formally
factorizable) local homomorphism such that fdR(S) &lt; °°. Then either f (resp. f) is

an l.c.i. map atn, or else there are éléments a e Jc2(Ff)y /3 e n*(Ff) such that

The last two theorems specialize to yield new homotopical characterizations of
local rings 5 which are complète intersections; i.e., which hâve the property that
in some Cohen présentation of the «-adic completion S as /?/a, with R regular
local, the idéal a is generated by an R -regular séquence. Recall that the integer
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el(S)=:dimk3tl(S) is called the i-th déviation of 5, and that it can be formally
defined from the identity of power séries in Z[[^]]:Sï&gt;odim^Torf(/c, k)
a&gt;o(i-(~oo(-1)l+1^(5).

We then hâve

THEOREM D. The following conditions on the local ring S are équivalent:
(i) 5 is a complète intersection;
(ii) et{S) 0fori*3;
(iii) e,(5) 0 for i sufficiently large;
(iv) et(S) 0 for infinitely many values of i;
(v) jt~2(S) is an abelian Lie algebra;
(vi) n*{S) is nilpotent;
(vii) 3t*{S) is Engel; Le. there exists an integer n such that (ad &lt;x)n — 0 for ail

aejt*(S);
(viii) each a e n2(S) acts locally nilpotently on jt*(S).

Of course, (i)O(ii) is not new, being the Tate-Assmus characterization of
local complète intersections (cf. [13]), and (iii)O(i) is the main resuit of [12]:
thèse statements, included for completeness, also follow easily during the course
of our proof. That (v) implies (i) was announced in [3]. The équivalence of (i)
with the remaining conditions was proved and announced by the authors ([7]) at
the conférence held at the C.I.R.M. of Luminy in June, 1982. We would also like
to point out that one of the ingrédients in the proof of Theorem C is inspired by
an idea of Félix and Halperin ([9; Theorem 10.4]).

Let us finally note that the implication (iv)i$&gt;(i) may be restated as the
assertion that et(S)&amp;0 for ail but finitely many /&apos;s, when S is not a complète
intersection. For connected graded algebras over a field of characteristic zéro, this

was established earlier by Félix and Thomas [10; (IV.5)]. The motivation behind
thèse results is Conjecture C3 from [3], which amplifies an early remark from [13;

p. 154], and asserts that the vanishing of a single e,(S) already implies 5 is a

complète intersection.

2. Homotopy Lie algebras, and the homotopy fibre

AH differential objects are graded non-negatively below with derivative of
degree —1. Consider the category of differential graded algebras with divided

powers DG F-algebras; for définitions see, e.g., [13]), augmented onto a field.

Morphisms préserve ail the structure and, in particular, commute with the

augmentation. Thus local homomorphisms of local rings are in the category, the
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rings being treated as concentrated m degree zéro. A morphism which induœs an

isomorphism of homology is called a quasi-isomorphism &gt;
and is denoted by -^-*.

If R^&gt;k is a DG T-algebra then the augmentation factors as R-*R{X)-+k,
where the first map is an inclusion of DG F-algebras obtained by adjunction of a
set X of free anticommuting F-variables, while the second is a quasi-isomorphism
sending X to zéro. Then H(k ®R R (X)) is a graded F-algebra independent of the
choices involved.

Recall that Moore [14] (but see also [11] and [8]) has extended the functor Tor
to the differential category. Hère we hâve a natural identification ([8])

Tor* (k,k) H(k ®RR(X))

so that Tor* (k, k) inherits the structure of a T-algebra.
The graded vector space obtained from Tor*.(fc, k) by dividing the linear span

of products xy and divided powers yl(z) (x, y, z e Tor+(A:, k), deg z even, i &gt; 2) is

denoted n*(R). When H{R) is piecewise noetherian (Ho is noetherian and each

Ht is a finitely generated H0(Rymodule) each Jtt(R) is finite dimensional over k.

In this case its graded dual, jz*(RY, is naturally a graded Lie algebra, called the

homotopy Lie algebra of R, and written jt*(R). For more détails the reader is

referred to [4] and [8]. Henceforth ail DG F-algebras wiU be supposée piecewise
noetherian.

(2.1) EXAMPLES. (1) If R is a regular local ring, the Koszul complex L on
a minimal set of generators of its maximal idéal is a minimal i?-free resolution of
k, hence Tor* (fc, A:) H(k ®R L) k ®R L /\ Tor? {k, k), and jr*(/?)
nl(R). It is well known that this characterizes regularity: cf. e.g. [13].

(2) Let k {à i, âm) be the exterior algebra on generators of degree 1 over
a field k. Let U dénote the DG T-algebra k{âlf âm, ylf. ym) with the
y,&apos;s variables of degree 2 and the differential defined by dyt âlf l&lt;/&lt;m. It is

classical that H(U) k. Hence Tor*&lt;01&apos; •*-&gt; (k, k)) H(k ® k&lt;àlt ,«m&gt;t/)

• • • &gt;

ym)&gt; so that Jt*(k(âu 5m» Jt\k{àu 5m» (kyt 0 • • • 0

If f:(R-+k)-&gt;(S—&gt;/) is a homomorphism of augmented DG F-algebras, a

natural map f*:jï*(S)-*jz*(R) ®klis defined, which is a homomorphism of
graded Lie algebras over /. When / is a quasi-isomorphism, so that in particular
k /, /* is an isomorphism.

Suppose now that /:(/?—&gt; k) —? (5 —W) is an arbitrary morphism of augmented
DG JT-algebras and let R-*R(X)^&gt;k be as above. Then the augmented DG
T-algebra
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is uniquely determined up to quasi-isomorphism ([4], [8]). It is called the

homotopy fibre of /.
On the other hand we can also factor / as R-*R(Y)-^-+ S with &lt;p a

quasi-isomorphism. The natural maps

S ®RR(X)^R(X)®RR(Y)-»k®RR(Y) (2.2)

are then quasi-isomorphisms ([4], [8]) of augmented DG T-algebras. It follows
that Ff is uniquely determined up to quasi-isomorphism and quasi-isomorphic to

k®RR(Y).
There is a natural identification

and the observations above imply that the homotopy Lie algebra Jt*(Ff) is also

an invariant of /, independent of the choice of Ff. (The identifications between

two choices of homotopy fibre are themselves uniquely determined up to
homotopy, but we need not go into détails hère, and use the symbol Ff to dénote

ubiquitously any one of the DG T-algbras in (2.2).)
The canonical inclusion S &lt;-&gt; S ®R R (X) is a map of DG T-algebras, which will

be denoted / :S^&gt;Ff. The importance of the notion of homotopy fibre is apparent
from the next resuit:

(2.3) FACT [4; (2.7)]. If Torf (5, k) 0 for i sufficiently large, there are for
every n &gt; 0, six-term exact séquences of vector spaces over /

0

Finally, we review the notion of minimal models, as introduced in this context
by Avramov (cf, e.g. [4]); they are our main computational technique. Let
£:/?-»&amp; be a DG JT-algebra. Afree extension of R is a DG algebra of the form
R[Y] obtained from R by the adjunction of a set Y of free anticommuting
variables (exterior in odd degrees, polynomial in even degrees) augmented by £

in R and 0 on F, and such that R &lt;-*/?[Y] is a DG algebra morphism. The free
extension is called minimal if in k[Y] k ® R R[Y] the image of the differential is

in the square of the (maximal) idéal generated by Y.

Now observe that k[Y] is the direct sum of the subspaces km[Y] linearly
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spanned by the éléments of the form ylx ylm (yta e Y). Thus if R[Y] is a

minimal free extension we may write the differential in k[Y] as an &quot;infinité&quot; sum:

d d2 + d3 + • • •

with dm a dérivation taking Y to km[Y].
In this case (d2)2 0. Hence (cf. [4]) (k[Y], d2) détermines a graded Lie

algebra LY defined as follows. Set F A:1[y]-it is the graded space with Y as

basis-and set LV Hom* (î^_j, k). Interpret the éléments of k2[Y] as bilinear
functions in LY via

(yi-yi, oc, p) (yu p)(y2, a) + (-l)*8**&quot;&quot;^,, &lt;x)(y2, p),

y, e Y, a, fie Ly.

Then the Lie bracket in L\ is defined by

In particular, suppose f:R-*S is a morphism of augmented DG T-algebras
such that R0—&gt;S{) is surjective map of local rings. Then ([4]) / factors as

R-+R[Y] —&gt;S in which the first morphism is a minimal free extension and the
second induces an isomorphism of homology. This is called a minimal model for/.
Write V R[Y] and let V(i) be the sub DGA generated over R by the variables
in Y of degree &lt;i. The following properties are then obtained ([4]):

(2.4.1) Y is concentrated in degrees &gt;1.

(2.4.2) Y has finitely many variables of any given degree.
(2.4.3) If Yt - {yu y,} then dyXy dyse V(i - 1) represent a basis of

On the other hand factor / as R-+R(X)jrL&gt;S with m a surjective quasi-
isomorphism and use induction on Y to get a quasi-isomorphism R[Y]-~*R(X)
reducing to the identity in R. This yields (see e.g. [8]) a quasi-isomorphism

k[Y] k&lt;8)RR[Y]-^+ k&lt;8&gt;RR(X) Ff (cf. (2.2)). There follows

(2.5) FACT. Tor* (5, k)^H(k[Y]) as graded algebras.

Furthermore if W is any DG T-algebra with W{) k and if fc[y]-^ W is a
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minimal model for the inclusion k &lt;-» W then

(2.6) FACT ([4: (4.2)]). There is a graded Lie algebra isomorphism

In particular in the situation above we hâve

(2.6)&apos; FACT. L$ n*(

Specialize now to the case that R Ro, S So, so that / is a surjective
homomorphism of local rings. Put a ker/; then

B®Rk^Tor*(S,k)^k[Y]l Y1^[jz2(Ff)]\ (2.7)

Indeed, since k[Y] is minimal Hx{k[Y]) k[Y]u and so (2.7) simply restâtes (2.5)
and (2.6)&apos; in dimension one.

Now V(l) is the Koszul complex on a minimal set of generators of a, while
(by minimality) we hâve that in k[Y] the differential is zéro in Yx and Y2 and maps
73 to Yi • Yx. Combining thèse facts with (2.4.3), (2.5) and (2.6)&apos; yields

k®R HX{E) % Toi? (S, *)/[Torf (5, k)]2s [jt\Ff)]\ (2.8)

3. Factorizable local homomorphisms

Let f:R, m, k)—&gt;(S, n,/) be a local homomorphism of local rings. Observe

that if / is smoothable it is factorizable, and if it is factorizable it is formally
factorizable. Moreover [6; (4.2)] if / is separable over k (via /) then / is formally
factorizable.

(3.1) LEMMA. There is a natural augmentée DG F-algebra morphism
f&apos;;Ff-&gt;F? which induces an isomorphism (/&apos;)*:a*(F?)-^-*jt*(Ff); moreover,

Proof. Let U^R(X)^^k be as in §2; then Û R®RU R{X)-^^k by

flatness of complétions. Let /&apos; be the morphism
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Now factor the augmentation Ff-+l as Ff-+Ff (Z)-^&gt; l. Then Fr
F~f®FfFf(Z)=S ®sFf{Z) and so by flatness of complétions Fr-^&gt;1. In
particular Tor+f (Ff, /) 0 and (2.3) implies that (/&quot;&apos;)* is an isomorphism.

The equality of flat dimensions follows from the classical Tor* (S, k)
S &lt;8)s Tor* (S, k) by faithful flatness of complétions. ¦

(3.2) LEMMA. /// is factorizable (as R^+Q^S), then there is a natural
augmented DG F-algebra morphism g&apos;:Ff-*Fh such that (g&apos;)* :n*(Fh)-*jr*(Ff)
is an isomorphism in degrees &gt;2. Moreover fdR (S) &lt;/dô(S) =zpdQ(S) ^fdR(S) +
edim(Q/mQ), edim denoting the minimal number of generators of the maximal
idéal.

Proof. Let U R(X)^-* k and let Q(blf. br) be the Koszul complex
on éléments a, dbt which project to a minimal set of generators of the maximal
idéal of Q/mQ. Set Z XU{b,}; then U®RQ{bl} ,br) has the form
Q(Z). Because Q is /?-flat and Q/mQ is regular, the composite

Q(Z)=R(X) ®R Q(bu br)

is a quasi-isomorphism.
Thus Fh S®QQ(Z) (S®RR(X))(bu br)=Ff(bu br). Using

(2.2) we hâve that the homotopy fibre of the inclusion g&apos;:Ff—&gt;Fh is just
F8 / ® FfFh (l(b1} fcr), 0). In particular, the long exact séquence (2.3)
is valid for g&apos;. Since (2.1.2) jï*(F8&apos;) ji2(F8&apos;) the assertion on (g&apos;)* follows.

Finally, since TorG (S, /) H(S®Q Q(X)) H(S(X)(alf..., ar))&gt; it is the
limit of a spectral séquence starting at Tor* (5, k)(b1}..., br) and this implies
fde(5)&lt;fd/?(5) + r fd/?(5)4-edim(Ô/mj2). Since S is a f.g. g-module
pdG (S) fde (5), and the standard fd* (S)&lt;fd* (Q) + îdQ (S) becomes

fd* (5) &lt; fdQ (5) because Q is /?-flat. ¦
Next we give several characterizations of l.c.i. maps, for most of which there

seems to be no published référence, outside of the spécial case of regular R with/
surjective. Even in this situation our treatment allows for some shortening of
existing proofs, although the ideas involved claim no originality.
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(3.3) PROPOSITION. Assume f is factorizable (as h°g). The following are
then équivalent:

(i) Ker/i is generated by a Q-regular séquence.

(ii)
(iii)
(iv) 7i\Ff) 0 and iéR S &lt; oo.

// furthermore f is surjective, and E dénotes the Koszul complex on a set

«!,..., ar of generators o/ker/, they are also équivalent to each of:
(i)&apos; ker//s generated by R-regular séquence,

(v)
(vi)
(vii) HX(E) is a free S-module and pdR 5 &lt; o°;

(viii) Whenever {at} is a minimal set of generators of ker/ then HX(E) 0.

Proof We suppose / surjective and prove the équivalence of (i)&apos;, (ii)&apos; and

(iii)—(viii): once this is done, the Proposition follows from (3.2).
The implication (viiï) =&gt; (i)&apos; being standard, we proceed along the following

scheme:

0)&apos;

Jl
(ii)&apos;

il

=» (v) =&gt; (vi)

II
(iii)

11

(iv) x (vii) y (viii)

&apos;, (v). Suppose the {at} are a minimal set of generators. Then (i)&apos;

implies that/extends to a quasi-isomorphism E-^-*S. This identifies (cf. (2.5))
Ff (k &lt;8&gt;R E, 0) (A* (xu • • • xr)y 0) Tor^ (5, k). Now (v) is immédiate and
(ii)&apos; follows from (2.1.1).

(ii)&apos; =&gt;(iv). Let V R[Y]-*S be a minimal model for/. In view of (2.6)&apos; and

(2.4), (ii)&apos; implies that Y is concentrated in degree 1 with finitely many variables

*!,..., xn, so that Ff (A* (*i, • • • *„), 0). This gives (iv) - cf. (2.1.2).
(iv)=^(vii). We may suppose the {aj are a minimal set of generators for

ker/. Let V R[Y]-^-*S be a minimal model for/. Then by (2.6)&apos;, (iv) implies
y3 &lt;f&gt;. From (2.4.3) we deduce H2(V(2)) 0.

Write Y2 {yu ys} and Yx {jCï, xr), with ^ ûf. Thus {dyt}
represents a minimal set of generators for H^E) and we need to show that if
E ct dyt represents zéro in HX(E) (cteR) then each ct e ker/.
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But in this case for some w e E2, E ctyt — w is a cycle, and hence a boundary
in V(2). The map R^&gt;Sy xt-&gt;0, yl^yl is a homomorphism V(2)^&gt;S[Y2]

mapping boundaries to zéro. Thus Y^fic^y, 0.

(vii)=&gt;(viii). This is a resuit of Gulliksen: [13; (1.4.9)].
(v)=&gt;(vi)=£&gt;(iii)=&gt;(viii). Thèse implications are obvious, or follow at once

from (2.8). ¦

4. Proof of Theorem C

In view of (3.1) and (3.2) we may suppose/ surjective. We further suppose/is
not l.c.i. at n, and will (eventually) establish the existence of a and p as

promised. The proof is broken up into two propositions.

(4.1) PROPOSITION. There is a minimal extension k[Z^x] of k with finitely
many variables in each degree, and an élément z e Zx such that

(i) H*(k[Z]) is finite dimensional.

(ii) fl;(*[z]/(z))#o,/&gt;o.
(iii) Lz is a graded subalgebra of Jt*(Ff).

(4.2) PROPOSITION. Let k[Z*x], zeZx be as in (4.1). Let oceL2z satisfy
(z, a) 1. Then for some (3 e Lz&gt;

Proof of (4.1). Let aïf ar be a minimal set of generators of ker/chosen
so that ai, t am is a regular séquence of maximal length in ker/-this is

possible by the prime avoidance theorem. Since / is not l.c.i. at n, ker//
(ai, am) is non-zero and every élément in it is a zéro divisor. Thus a

celebrated theorem of Auslander-Buchsbaum gives Torf/(fl&quot;
&apos;°m) (5, k) ¥= 0, ail /.

On the other hand, our hypothesis fd^ (S) &lt; &lt;*&gt; implies that Tor* (5, k) is finite
dimensional. There is thus an integer n &lt; r such that

Tor*/(ai&apos; û&quot;-l) (5, it) is finite dimensional (4.3)

and

î&gt;0. (4.4)
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Next, as in §2 we get a commutative DG algebra diagram

in which the upper row is a minimal model for /. Moreover we may take

R[Yt] R(XX) as the Koszul complex (R(xu xr)\ dxt at).
Put £/ /?[*!, jcrt_x] /?(*!, JCn_j), and consider k^vR[Y]\ it is a

minimal extension of k of the form k[Z] k[xn, xr] [Y&gt;2]- Now k[Z] has

finitely many variables in each degree (ail of degree &gt;1) by (2.4.1) and (2.4.2).
We set z — xn and verify (i)-(iii).

Put a («i, an-i). Define %p:U-^^R/a to be the projection in R and

zéro in the xt; it is a quasi-isomorphism because au f an^x is a regular

séquence. Now R[Y]-^^S factors as R[Y]-^&gt;R/a&lt;8&gt;vR[Y]-^&gt;S in which the

first arrow is a quasi-isomorphism because xjj is and #[Y] is f/-free (forgetting
differentials). Thus R/a®uR[Y] is an /?/a-free resolution of S and so

H(Jfc[Z]) H(fc ®^/a /î/a ®aR[Y]) Tor^11 (5, *).

Now (i) follows from (4.3).
In the same way (ii) follows from (4.4) with U replaced by R[xu xn] and a

replaced by (aly an) in the argument.
Finally, by construction (cf. §2) k[Y] k &lt;S&gt;

R R[Y] is a minimal model for Ff.
Hence by (2.6)&apos;, Jt*(Ff) L$. On the other hand, the projection fc[y]-&gt;A:[Z] is

a DG algebra map, and so the dual inclusion LJ—» Ly is a Lie algebra map. This

proves (iii). ¦
Proof of (4.2). At the cost of replacing Zx by a new basis of k[Zx] we may

suppose Zl z U Wx with {Wu a) 0. Put Wt Zn i&gt;2 and write (forgetting
differentials) *:[Z] fc[z] ®it^[^]; the first factor is the exterior algebra on z.
The projection fc[Z]-*A:[Z]/(z) restricts to an isomorphism à;[W]-~&gt;A:[Z]/(z) of
algebras, and hence endows k[W] with a differential, d.

The full differential, dy in k[Z] then sastisfies

(4.5)
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and from d2 0 it follows that 0 is a dérivation of (k[W]&gt; d) of degree -2. The

minimality of d implies that C= £,&gt;i €t with Ot a dérivation and Im Ot c k~&apos;[W].

Moreover L^czLz is an idéal of codimension 1.

We now assume (4.2) fails, and deduce a contradiction. Let (C*, ô)
(&amp;[W]+, d)v be the graded dual. An increasing filtration 0 c= F1 c • • • c Ft c • • • of
(C*, ô) is defined as follows: Ft consists of the linear functions vanishing in
k&gt;l[W] k[W}+ k[W]+ (i + 1 factors). Thus Ft is the kernel of the reduced

diagonal C*-+C* &lt;8)k C* dual to the multiplication in fc[W]+. From the définition
of L^ we hâve L^+1 FÇ.

Now consider 6? : C*-*C*. It is filtration preserving, and its restriction to Fx

coincides up to sign with ad a, as follows from (4.5) and the définition in §2 of the
Lie bracket. Since we suppose (4.2) to fail we hâve

(6ï)n(w)w 0, weFv

Next, since 0t is a dérivation, Oï is a co-derivation with respect to the codiagonal
in C*. It follows easily from this that

(€ï)n(w)w 0, weC*.

Finally, since the &lt;?/, i ^2, are filtration decreasing it follows that

(Ov)n(w)w=0, weC*. (4.6)

On the other hand, a short exact séquence of differential spaces is given by

^ k[W]-*0,

with À(H&gt;) (-l)degMz&lt;S&gt;H&gt;, weA:[W]. This leads to a long exact homology
séquence, which dualizes to

**- H\C*) &lt;— Hl+l(k[Z])v &lt;— Hi+1(C*) +2- Hl~\C*) ?—.

In particular (4.1) (i) implies that ker d is finite dimensional and so for some /,
3 is injective in HJ(C*), j^L But a simple calculation using (4.5) identifies
a //((?)v=/f(Cv). In view of (4.6), aw^&gt;&gt;v 0, weH(C*) and hence

/f^(C*) 0. But H(C*)~H(k[W],dy~H(k[Z]/(z))v, so that (4.1) (ii) is

contradicted. ¦
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5. Proof of Theorem B

In view of Theorem C and (3.1) and (3.2) we need only establish the

following:

(5.1) PROPOSITION. Let f:(E,m,k)-&gt;(Sfn,k) be a surjective local
homomorphism, such that n*(Ff) contains éléments a of degree 2 and )8 of degree
q&gt;3 with [a, fi]#0. Then nq+\Ff)*0.

Proof. Let V R[Y] -=* 5 be a minimal model for /. If jzq^(Ff) 0 then (cf.
(2.6)&apos;) Yq 0. Thus for x e Vq+U

where Yl {yu yr}, Yq_x {zu z5}, cl} e R and w e V(q - 2).
The coefficient of z, in d2x(=0) is E, ctJ dyt. Thus for each ;, £, cl} dyt 0. The

minimality of the dyt as gênerators of ker/ now implies ctJ e m for ail i, /. It
follows that in k®RR[Y] the differential maps Yq+l into /:[Y:S9_2]. The formula
in §2 for the Lie bracket now shows that [n2(Ff), nq{Ff)] 0. ¦

6. Proof of Theorem A

The Jacobi-Zariski exact séquence [1; (5.1)] for the maps R1* Q -^ 5 in the
définition of a smoothable homomorphism has the form:

T-\Q | *, S/q)~» T&apos;(S | g, 5/q)^ T&apos;(S \ R, S/q)-&gt; T&apos;(Q \ R, 5/q),

Since g is smooth, the Vanishing Theorem of Section 1 shows the long exact

séquence (essentially) reduces to isomorphisms Tl(S \ Q, 5/q) T&apos;(S \ R, 5/q) for
i ^ 2, so we can assume / is surjective.

Then, by [1; (4.59) and (5.27)], one has canonical isomorphisms (Tl(S\R,
S/q))q^Tl(Sq\Rf-l(q), (5/q)q) for **&gt;0, so that it suffices to show

F(5 | R, k) =5^0 for i &gt; N, when R is local with residue field k.

Let V R[Y] be a minimal model for /. Since Q c A: it follows from Quillen
[15; (9.5)], that (5 ®KF)+/(5 ®R V)\ is canonically isomorphic to (Ls|/? in the
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derived category, hence:

T&apos;(S \R,k) H1 Hom5 ((5 ®* V)J(S ®R V)\, k)
H&apos; Hom* (k[Y]Jk[Y]+ ¦ k[Y]+, k)

(k[Y]Jk[Y]+-k[Y]+y

the last equality holding because of minimality. But now (2.6)&apos; yields

Y(S \R,k) nl+\Ff) and Theorem B applies. ¦
7. Proof of Theorem D

Let /:/?-* S be a Cohen présentation of the completion of 5. One can assume
edim R edim 5, i.e. ker/ c= m2. If L is the Koszul complex on a minimal set of
generators of m, then the fibre of / - equal to 5 ® R L - is naturally identified
with the Koszul complex Ks on a minimal System of generators of n. It can for
ail purposes be replaced by îts quasi-isomorphic Ks. Furthermore, the exact

séquence (2.3), which exists jsince pd &lt; o° is automatic when R is regular, reduces

by (2.1.1) to an isomorphism of graded Lie algebras n*{KÈ) n~2{È)f whence

jt*(Ks) jz^2(S).
After thèse remarks, one can apply (3.3) in order to get (i)z^(ii) in Theorem

D, use the triviality of (ii)^&gt;(iii)^&gt;(iv), and corne back to (i) by means of
Theorem B. The implications (ii) ^&gt; (v) =&gt; (vii) =&gt; (viii) and (ii) ^ (vi) ^&gt; (viii) are

simply a matter of définitions, and (viii) =&gt; (i) by Theorem C.
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